Sharpen your pitchforks...

... the internet is wrong
#GamerGate
Pro tip

“If your movement is named by Alec Baldwin, it’s time to abandon your movement.”
MIT professor explains: The real oppression is having to learn to talk to women

MIT professor Scott Aaronson wrote a post about how feminism makes him feel like a monster. Here’s what he meant

ARThUR CHU
What’s common?
How One Stupid Tweet Blew Up Justine Sacco’s Life

By JON RONSON  FEB. 12, 2015
Going to Africa. Hope I don't get AIDS. Just kidding. I'm white!
Justine Sacco Is Good at Her Job, and How I Came To Peace With Her
Ultimately #GamerGate is reaffirming what we’ve known to be true for decades: nerds should be constantly shamed and degraded into submission.
SUBMIT

Please follow these guidelines before submitting a post.

- You are in charge of gathering information. Do not submit if you expect us to doxx the alleged racist for you.
- Only submit PUBLIC information: information they’ve willingly posted on social media that is made public.
- Provide as many links as you can (e.g., Twitter screen shots need links to the individual tweets and FaceBook screen shots need links to FaceBook profiles). We will not conduct research on your behalf.
- We need a name, the racist content and a place of their employment or school.
- The individual must be 18+

The following are criteria for submissions that will be rejected:
- no sources
- anonymously submitted (You must submit from a tumblr blog)
- comes in multiple submissions
- insufficient information
- incorrect information
- not explicitly hateful (e.g., talks down on Ferguson protestors but doesn’t refer to race)
- not publicly available
- no longer publicly available
- illegible pictures
- individual is a minor

Racists Getting Fired
(and getting racists fired!)

Please use the submit link if you have something you would like us to post. Please follow the guidelines.

Current moderator(s):
- Mod N, who is Black & Native.

- CONTACT US
- SUBMIT
- GETTIN'
- GOTTEN
People say 

racist, 

homophobic, 

sexist 

things
but...
...is public shaming the best way to deal with it?
What can we do about it?

Technical?

Legal?

Mobs vs mobs?

Self - censorship?
PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT:
THE RIGHT TO FREE SPEECH MEANS THE GOVERNMENT CAN'T ARREST YOU FOR WHAT YOU SAY.

IT DOESN'T MEAN THAT ANYONE ELSE HAS TO LISTEN TO YOUR BULLSHIT, OR HOST YOU WHILE YOU SHARE IT.

THE 1ST AMENDMENT DOESN'T SHIELD YOU FROM CRITICISM OR CONSEQUENCES.

IF YOU'RE YELLED AT, BOYCOTTED, HAVE YOUR SHOW CANCELED, OR GET BANNED FROM AN INTERNET COMMUNITY, YOUR FREE SPEECH RIGHTS AREN'T BEING VIOLATED.

IT'S JUST THAT THE PEOPLE LISTENING THINK YOU'RE AN ASSHOLE,

AND THEY'RE SHOWING YOU THE DOOR.